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PATH is a design for a machine problem solver which uses an

'augmented transition network (ATN) to represent planning knowledge. In ,

order to explore. PATN's potential AS a theory of human problemsolving, a

linguisilic approach to protocol analysis is presented. An in rpretation,

of -A ,protocol is taken to be a. parse tree supplemented by .emantic and

pragmatic' annotation attached to various_ nodes. This aradigm has

implications for constructing a cognitive model of the. dividual.and

designing computerized tutors.
Manual.protocol analysis is tedious and informal;, hence the

design for PAZATN, an automatic .protocol analyzer, is presented. PAZATN

uses PATN es -a generator for possible interpretations of 'the protocol,

*a
ith bottom-up evidedie biasing PAIN toward plans which are likely to

tch the data. -
,

-WAIN is a domain independent framework for constructing. ,

specialized protocol analyzers. To apply PAZATN to a particular task

domain, event specialists (ESP's). are needed which embody syntactically

organized domain knowledge. ESP's for the Logo- graphics programming

,
dolain al.e defined and PAZATN's operation is hand-siiulated on an

elementary protocol.for this domain.
...
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Protocol Analytis .

1

1.3 Miller & Goldstein

Book 1: A. Linguistic Approach to Protocol, Analysis

1: Introduction

.
1.1. SPADE:. A.Lingpistic Theory of Design

1.2. PATH: Aillysis by Synthesis

1.3. Theoretical Interpretations

lol. -MOE: 'A Libtuistic.Theory of ,Design ,.

In recent research we havedevitloped a theory of design called

L
SPADE.

-----1which provides a model of the plandiy'and debugging processes.L.We contend the

ividetion to being.a powerful theory of machine problem. solvtig, SPADE is also

a useful framel4ik for describing human pro lem solving. To support this

contention, we apply the SPADE theory tb t task of analyziAgyroblem Solving

protocols.

By adopting this methodology we follow the. predident established in

seminal Protocol analysis studied. Conduct_efr at Carnegie Mellon UniVersity

[Newell 1966; Newell & Almon 1972; Waterman & Sewell" 1972,* 1973; Bhaskar.01

,

Simon 1976]. Our cork extends their approach along three dimensions.

1. With the exception'of the rgent Bhaskar & Siion effort, .thehbill

studies` have been restric't'ed to very limited domains sue as

cryptarithmetic. Rather than limiting the task domain, we limit

'the range of responses. Typically protocols are transcriptions

of think-aloud verbalizations; we focus on the more restricted

interactions arising from -a problem solving session at a

computer console.2 'The'analysic task in this setting is to

interpret -user actions -- editing, executing, tracing, etc: --

in terms of the SPADE theok of 1anning,addhdebugging.

2. The 011 theory centers on the pr &tette', systems model. AlfhoUgh

productions are Turing universal, they tend to result in a less

structured mitres organization -than the linguistic. formalisms

of the SPADE 'theory,. The PAIN pi-ogra&,. the procedurhl
embodiment of the SPADE theory, uses an augmented transition

network [Woods 1970] to -represent planning knowledge;

ti
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frotocol-Anilysis 1.4 Miller & Goldstein'

.3. CMU analyses are based on the problem behavior graph. Pursuing

an analogy to compdtational liAguistics, we define an
iSterpretation of a protocol to be a parse tree supplemented by
semantic and pragmatic annotation. The parse tree charticterizes
the constituent:ttructurt. of the 'protocol., Semantic and
pratelatic annotation -- variables and assertions attached' to
nodes of the parse trees forialize the problem description and
the rationale for particular planning choices. Annotated parse.

'trees closely reflect .the local structure of PATies linguistic
problem-solving machinery, leading, more directly to inferences
legarding-i4gividual differences than is evident from problem
behavior graPhs4

Ruven Brooks [1975] applied the CMU approach to the programming domain,
t

developing a modertif coding the translation of high level plans into the

statements of a particular programming language -- and testing the model by

analyzingprotocols. His model is a set of production rules whose conditions

7

:match the patternsi plan elements and whose actions generate code statements.

Protocols are analyzed manually, With the experimenter attempting to infer the

plan which is then expanded by the production system into code paralleling that

of the protocol. The processes of understanding the problem, generating the

Plan, and debugging are not formalized. SPADE goes beyond this in that'it can be

used to parse protocols and 'that the parse constitutes a formal hypothesis

regarding not only the coding knowledge but also the planning and debugging

strategiei enployed by theroka solver.

Thi paper is divided into two books. Book I develops SPADE's linguistic

paradigm for protocol analysis. A prototypic/11 slementary programming srotocol

is parsed, and the implications of this information processing analysis for

Constructing cognWve models and designing computerized tutors are discussed.

, . .

Book I does not address the question derived.ow a protocol parse is.10111

In earlier work, problem solving protocols were analyzed manually.3 However,

manilla analysis is tedious and informal; hence Book II presents the design for

,I. PAZATN, an automatic protocol analyzer. PAZATW uses PA110,,--- the procedural

r



Protocol Analysis

embodiment of the SPADE theory -- as a generator for possible interpretations of

l.5, Miller & Goldstein

the protocol, Kith bottom-up evidence biasipg PAW toward plans which are likely

to match the data (figure 1:1).

PAZATN is a domain independent framework for constructing specialized

protocol analyieri. To apply PAZATN to a particular taskAomain, 'event

specialitf (ESP's) are supplied'which embody domain-specific knowledge. For,

'concreteness, we employ examples from the Logo eleientary graphics programming-

dosain; ESP's for. this domain are discussed. PAZATN's operation is hand-

"simulated on an elementary protocol from this domain.

1.2. PAIN: Analysis by Synthesis

A major insight' of the generative grammarians'(e.g., Chomsky.(1965]).was

that it is often helpful to characterize phenomena-smetheticany: one devises

rules to generate the phenomena. Analysis,can then be viewed as a recognition

process for selecting derivations from tWe space of synthikic possibilities. We

adopt this viewpoint-in analyzing protocols, with PAIN as our generative

:
The SPADE theory, whicOokTN "bodies, begins with a taxonomy of commonly

obierved planning techniques (figure 1:2). When a problem is confronted --

formalism. .

according to the theory -- one of three types of plans may be pprsued. Xi) The
1

problem.may be solved by tdeettficattoe: rapognizing it as already having a.

solutiont ,/his pllinnifig category, seemingly trivial, is of course essential to

avoid infinite regresf. (21.Thi problem may be soiveddgt decomposttioe:'
N

diyfiling it into smaller, easier subproblems. These are each solved separately,
. .

and then raumbined, thereby diepoiting of the original problem. (8) Should tht

first two strategies rap,

'All
INV

, .

redescribing it in terms,thet

the problem may be solved by reformulation:
s)

seem more amenable to solution. The reformulated

6
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S

di

PROBLEM

DESCRIPTION

r.

BOTTOMUP
CLUES

Miller & Goldstein

POSSIBLE PLANS
GIVEN PROBLEM & CLUES

ANALYZED

PROTOCOL

FIGURE I:1 TOP LEVEL ORGANIZATION OF THE PROTOCOL ANALYZER
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PLAN

IDENTIFY

5

L, 1.7

- PRIMITIVE

,

DECOMPOSE,
,.

REFORMULATE-

Miller & Goldstein

_L. PREVIOUSLY DEFINED PROCEDURE

--CONJUNCTION,

--REPETITION

LINEAR

kNONLINFAV

--EQUIVALENCE

SIMPLIFY_

OUND

ECURS ION

REGROUP

GENERIC <--> EXPLICIT

-SPECI ALT ZE

GENERAL:1 Z E

ANALOGY

"FIGURE I:2
TAXONOMY OF PLANN I NG _CONCEPTS

1



Protocol Analysis 1.8

problem must, in turn,

reformulation. Ai the

further subdivided.

Miller & Goldstein

be solved by identification, decomposition,' or further

figure indicates, each of these categories of, plani is

PATH (figure I:3) is a problem solving program' based on'this taxonomy.

MTN was derived by first representing the taxonomy as a recursive transition

network.s his produces a non-determinittic problem solver. Supplying precedence

ordering for arcs from each node, predicates which test preconditions for

transitions, and actions to be performed when arc transitions occur, produces an

augmented transition network [Woods 1970] that is far more deterministic in

solving py)blems (although backUp is permitted). The predicates access registers

which store semantic information about.the problem; the actions modify these
t

registers.

PATN's'solutiollb can exhibit rational bugs -- errors arising from

heuristically justifiable but-incorrect planning decisions gruch as the trial

execution of an incomplete plan, which omits necessary interface steps.' Hence a

complementary theory of debugging _is developed using the same approach as. in the

planning theory. Figure 1:4 shbws t taxepomrof.debugging techniques. This

taxonomy bifurcates into techniques fo/r diagnosing the underlying cause of a bug

and techniques for repairing, the bug once isolated. Model diagnosis is typical

of the diagnostic techniques. It consists of executing the program in ordaF to

construct a list of violited.iedel predicates, which is then examindd to check-if

any code was written to accomplish the violated predicates. As in the planning

theory, the debugging taxonomy is transformed into an ATN (figure 1:5) by

providing registers, arc predicates and so on. The debugging A iTN is called DAPR

(debugger of annotated programs), and is in integral part of the PAIN system.

Consider the operation of the planning ATN on an example fan the Logo

graphics environment, where students define, test, and debug procedures to-draw
kr

9
IN/
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ABBREVIATIONS

M=:MODEL

P=:PLAN

-:ADVICE

ri=:GOAL

Me LIBRARY

(1)

1:PLAN+LIBRARY(M)

ID. h*". LINEARIZATION

LOOP

k-AA :CATRA-INT

MP- LINEARIZE

li+-00DE

4

(2)

r

10

(3)

(2)

GENERIC (M)

CONJ

REP

M÷REFORMULATE (M)

RE

IT1TERACTIONS {M)

(2) :GOALS÷ORDER(M,A)

4PLAN+SEQ(M,A)

REFLNEMENT I

o

:GOAL { -FIRST :GOALS
'LOOP

:GOALS{ -REST :GOALS

:PLAN-4-:PLAN * SOLVE(M÷G)5 '

SEQ-

Example Registers
Regis,ter M - Piedicate logic problem description
Register A,- Advice about goal interactions

Example Conditions:
Mt Library - "Is problem detcription/ptched-by

anything.in the answer library ?"

Generic (M) - "Is the problem description repre-
'sented as a generre element?"

Example Actions:

110. 1. S4-Library(M) "ReturnAe solution found in the '

answer library."
144-Reformulate(M) -."Replace model with alternative

probleni descriptioh."

. FIGURE IN3 A SIIIPLIFIED VIE F PATN
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DEBUG

1.10 , Miller 6,'Goldstein

FIGURE 1:4 A TAXONOMY OF DEBUGGINC TECHNIOUES

-DI7mosr:

1,
__PAFF-- ADVISE (planning choices)

CODE

'PRINTOUT

ADVIW' (rational form kiiolations)

.MOOT'[,-- =- ADVISE (model violations)

-- PROCESS

/-

REPAIR
.

---COMPLFTE

CORRECT

ASK

TRACE

DO

12
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Protocol Analysis 1.1; Miler & Goldstein

simple pictures. The WISHINGWEEL (figure I:6). is a typical iregianhi"s.project.

The studepW task descriptiqp is a sketch of -.the desired pic %ure. PAIN,

hOieier, requires- a formal task descriptipn: figure 1:7 illustrates this.

descr , the model, for.WISHIMALL. Models are expressed in an assortional

formalism developed-by Goldstein [1974, 197S), /which is similar to the nest

' order predicate calculus.' The model characterize; the range of pictures which

match the sketch...
k

PATN's solut4nto the WISHINGWELL task has. three aspects: (1) an

hierarchical pltn derivation, summarizing-,the arc transitions whit; were

followed; (2) a.snapshot oftthe values of the ATN's registers attached to each

node of the derivation, represehting the semantic context at the time -the no.AL/

.-wes created; and (8/ a set of instantiated` arc predicates at each 'node

describing why the chosen arc transition was prefeered to its competitors; these
1 ill

are called the pragmatic assertions ot the node.; The semantic variables and

pragmatic assertions relate the subpal-stpucture of the problem solving protocol

to the model describing the task to be adomplished.

4b
Figure 1:8 shows PATW's hierarchically annotated solution. Naturally,

this is not the only solution to *he WISHINGWELL problem: to,apply PATH to

protocol analysis, we allow PAZATN to.reject solutions which do riot match the

protocol data, forcing PAIN to backup so that alternative solutyis are

generated.

1.3. Theoretical Interpretations ti

'We define an interpretation of a protocol to be a PAIN plan derivation;

a pars tree whose fringe is the lis(of events (1.g., figure 1:8), augmented by

node of they parse. Since different plans

sometimes lead to the same coding events, some protocols have more than a single

annotation associated wit

r
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44.14 Miller it Goldstein

Drew e 11115111kWEel, with it square jell and,a 'triangular roof.
4 .

connected. by e pote,whick is The roof should, be above

end tie pole, above the wali. T. well should be ,,

to the pole at the Widpoint of tie upper side of the

the icier endpOitt'of.the pole.' The. pole'sAould'be

1 / .

to the roof .at the midpoint of the bottom stdo of _the,'

the pole,

connected

well and

connected

roof

kdir, puif oRd the 4 r side of the well should be horizontal.

and the upber,endpoint of,the pole. The bottom side of t(6

(DEFINE-MODEL WISHINGWELL (y*
(EXISTS (ROOF POLE WELL)

(AND (TRIANGLE ROOF)
(LINE POLE)
(SQUARE WELL)
(ANNE ROOF' POLE)

. (A POLE WELL.)

(EXISTS (P)
(AND (CONNECTED WELL POLE (AT P)) ,

(EQ P (MIDDLE (UPPER (SIDE WELL).)))

(EQ P (BOTTOM (ENDPOINT POLE)))))

EXISTS (Q)
(AND (CONNECTED POLE ROOF (AT,Q))

(EQ Q (MIDDLE (BOTTOM (SIDE ROOF))))
,(EQ Q (UPPER (ENDPOINT POLE)))))

(HORIZONTAL (BOTTOM (SIDE ROOF)))

(HORIZONTAL (UPPER (SIDE WELL))))))

.4

Figure 1:7. Predicate Model for a Wishingwell

1

O
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3 x E :MODEL . INTERACTIONS (X)) :MODEL 6 ANS-L91)

SOLVE (1C11) PLAN DEC I SEQ

a- SETUP . . 'IDENTIFY PRIMITIVE

-MAINSTEP ,(WELL) .-DEFINED

--INTERFACE --1....DEC

.

/1( :TIODEL.6 ANS-LIB)

:'MODELS (ROOF, POLE, WELLS
TRIANGLE (FOOF)

Py Lilt (POLE):

A. SQUARE (WELLY

/'ABOVE (ROOF. POLES)

A ABOVE (POLE YELL)

f4AINSTEP.(POLE)- ..IDENTIFY

--INTERFACE

_/

MAINSTEP (ROOF)
s.

9

CONJ---,SEQ

PRIMITIVE .

DEF NED

)

:MODEL (3( 3 VECTOR(X)
LENGTH (X) i100)

SETUP . .

SEQ I MAINSTEP

CLEANUP

repetition

E01 .? TO WW

E02

E03

E04

E06

a

4,

>10 JRIGHT 90

>20 WELL'

>30 FORWARD 50

>40 LEFT 90

'E06 >50 .FORIARD. 100

. E07 >60 LEFT.90

.. E08 >70 FO WARD 50

.. E09 >80 RI HT 120

.E10 >90 ROOF'

E11 >END:
i

4 4

E12 ? TO WELL .

1 >10 REPEAT 4 [20 3

:MODELE. ANS-LIB

FOR

4 >20 FORWARD 100

>30 RIGHT 90

DEL.. -'"--2../0"
El6 >rND

0,33SID VECTOR (SIDE.c.) A LEN0TH(SIDE(.)=.

100 ^ CONNECTED(SIDE -SIDE c:+1 MOD 4)

r

FIGURE I : ,8

repetition
-.

((-GENERIC,:1106EL)

E19 >10 REFFA7-3 [20AO),

El9 >20 FORWAPD 100

E20 >30 PICHT 120 \

PATH'S A,INOTATED DERIVATION, TFEE FOR THE V'ISHINGVELL TASK

r
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Protocol Analysis 1.16 Miller & Goldstein

'interpretation. 'The basic claim of this paper is that PAIN can efficinmtly

generate the psychologically 00sible interpretations.

EVidenco for this claim'rests on four sources of evicfice.

t
1. The heuristicradequacof PAIN as a problem solving -pro gram

.7
provicls suggestive, though by no means decisive, evidence. At

s' least for the restricted world of elementary Logo graphics,
hand - simulations indicate that PATN is heuristically adequate,

If

2.'antrospection by human problem solver's is a weak bat useful
soice of evidence. 'To some extent PAIN was designed on the
ba s of introspection and hence has some suppOrt along this

dilecision.
A

3.'A strong source of evidence is the appropriateness of the replies
of que ion-answering module that gerforms retrievals and

pl nferences over a datelSasLcomposed of thole
i erpretations. The question-answering module is Introduced in

chapter two. The replies to the example questions given in that
chapter seem appropriate to the authors.

4. The *stron`Fest source of cyldepce'ls ability. to Predict"
performance,in future situations on the basis of past behavior.

Chapter three describes modifications to the ATN thit provide
predictive models of typical problem solving behaviors.

We find this informal evidence sgfficieotly encouraging '(as detailed in

the remainder of Book I) to warrant the design (in Book II) of a precise

framework for .generating SPADE-style protocol interpretations.

war.rigoroUtly evaluate the psychological validity,of these

'follows. 4

Futdre research

interpretations as

1. ,PATN will be implemented and tested on a broad range of exam$les.

This will confirm its,-heuristic adequacy.

2. An editor based on SPADE will be constructed as a structured.

programming environment, and transcripts of the problem solving

behavlor-of programmers using this editor analyzed. Coupled

with systematii interviews., 'this will provide evidence regarding

the sufficiency of SPADE': repertoire of planning and debugging

concepts.
.

C.

.0

20
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Protocol Analysis '.1.17

, v.

Hiller & Goldstein

3. PAZATN with a question-answering interface will 'be implemented.

The appropriateness of the replies generated by the question-

answering module will be judged, by ,skilled but unbiased

informants, and. by systematic subject interviews`:

4. A, modeling component will be implemented that modifies the PAM

ATN to be more in accord with a particular student's behavior.

Tests will be con4Octed to determinewhether the modified ATN is

mord successful `in predicting performance'on subsequent

protocols..

,

Before proceeding, a possible misconception involving the, distinction

between representational frameworks and psychological theorieI should bl

dispelled. Two'hyPotheses are defended by the research ptegram outlined in this

paper: (Wthat AfN's area uaafal representation for the models we are

deveoping; and(2) that partially ATN's, the output of our modeling procedure.

constitute theories of fedi/ideals -- stated in the language of ATO's -- which

\..

make statements about the presence or absence of certain problem solving skills.
/

Both hypotheses are of .course subject to experimental verification. We do not
,

. ,

Argue that other luring- universal formalisms (such as productions or Heidorn's
..

.
.

.

(1975] adgmented phrase structure grammars) cannot alio .represent these theories.

stronger claims regarding the raliditi of ATN's per se as.psychological

/ a.

mechanisms require additional assumptions regarding processing costs and '

limitations Which we are not currently preparid to defend. .

Atop

,

21
4

r
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14.18

2. An Example of Protocol Analysis as Parting

ft
Miller "lk Goldstein

2.1. An Example Problem Solving Protocol
2.2. Structural. Description

Z.3. Semantics
Z.B. Pragmatics

An analogy tO'compuational linguistics has been fruitful both in

defining the objectives of analysis and in designing the PAZATN system for

automating the analysis process. The analogy suggests partitioning analyses into
tr 1

syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic components. These comonents correspond to
. 4

the potential control'paths, data flow, and branching conditions of a procedural

problem solver. From a problem solving standpoint, these are modeled by the

network ,of states and arct, the registers, and the transition conditions Of the

augmented transition network. From a protocol analysis standpoint, syntax Is
r

represented as a paise tree; semantics and pragmatics are represented as

It

annotation (variables and assertions) associated With each node of the parse`

tree.

This chapter presents a SPADE interpretation-for a 'typical WISNINGWELL

protocol. Book II provides a hand-simulation of, PAZATN generating this

interuetation.

2.1. An Example Problem Solving Protocol

Since analysis consists of the selection of a PAIN plan derivation,

analysing a protocol identical to PATN's default solution (figure 1:8) is

trivial. ,Hence, a different protocol, involving a variety o plans including

reformulation and repetition, serves as our example.$
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the faNent begins by writing an iteratiael procedure to draw the

squermWELL.

)1"..

Hiller & Gol4gtein

4E01

£02-

£03
£04
Ett

?TO LL

> PEAT 4 0 30]

20 FORWARD 100
>30 RIGHT 90,

>END

A sqperprocedi for the WIVIINGWELL is
plan drawing first TREE.. a preaiodSly
then WELL.

£06
£07

£08
£09

?TO WW
>10 TREE

>20 WELL
>END

defined by a sequential
defined procedure, and

(
The WW program is executed, producing figure 1:9.

E10-

The program is
proper relation

Ell
£12
£13
£14
£15

edited to include an interface establishing the
between TREE and WELL.

/EDIT WW,
>13 RIGHT 90

>15 FORWARD 50
>17 RIGHT 180

>END

2.2. Structural Description

The result of analyzing th14,4protocol is a data structure, the

,,interpretation, cotsisting of syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic components. The

syntactic component, diagrammed ireAlorgure I:10, is the protocol's structural

descriptiOnt a parse tree representing the sequence of PAIN arc transitions

required to generate it.'

Such structural descriptions capture one aspect of problem solvibg
't.str".

behavior: They provide a formal basis-for answering questions rbgai.ding which

plan types were used, 4 topic which could otherwise be discussed only

intkiltivtly.'° Their most direct application is to answering how questions.!

s.
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TURTLE BEGINS HERE

N/ -"\--I

<.)

TURTLE ENDS HERE

FIGURE I:9 WW AT El0 -- INTERFACE NEEDED
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...Ref ...Plan...CONJ-SE

Solve (*TREE*)

-Solve ( *WELL)

-Solve (TREE) I.( aticeady .de6ined)/

d 6ined

-Solve (WELL)------.
repetitio

user-subr-call

er-subr-call

Diagnosis Model:-diagnosis,

Debug gl

,

or

Repair Complete Solve(INT-TW

1E01

E0'2

E03

E04

!E05 >END!

a

?TO WELL!

>10 REPEAT 4

>20 FORWARD

>30 RIGHT 90

67-

[20. 30].

100

!E06 ?TO WW1

E07 >10 TREE

E08 >20 WELL

1E09 >END!

El0 ?WW '

1E11-?EDIT WW!

,E12 >13 RIGHT 90

E13 >15 FORWARD 50

.i E14 >17 RIGHT 180

41E15 >END!

FIGURE I:10 ABBREVIiTED STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION FOR STUDENT WWI
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1,22
$

....04

. 81Gold4elig

40:11. Now does.procedure HELL accomplish a. square?
o do

A1:4414,utes I relietit,ion plan. ,The generic
.

.

subgoal is a side.

.._

QZ. 116 does procedure TREE accomplish a roof and pole? .

AZ. Thdrogf and pole model parti were regrouped into a tree by a

//reformulation plan. Prgtedure.TRkE was already in'the answer
library, allowing an identification gkan.

1

A

)
. Still, the parse tree is an incomplete description: it does not indicate

Is
.

the .semantic ralateonship.between subgoals or "the ptagmatic criteria governing

the choice of one 'plan overnnother.
. 7 .

1

al!

' 2.3._ Semantics

Semantic an otation is defined to be the values of sip is variables,
.

associated with ea node of the parse. These variables relate,the plan .to,the

formal problem model -by CecNing the. contents of ttre.ATN's registers at the time

the nose was generated. The following are typicalATN registers.

1. :PLAN is the hierarchically,agnotated program defined below the

current node, reflecting its state after -dominated 'editing

events have been processed..
S.

2. :CODE is the fringe of :PLAN. 4-

3.-:EFFECT is
.

a descript 'of the effect of executing the code.,
Ai 1 .

defined below the cur ent node. Since the code may contki,W

references to undefined user procedures, :EFfECT may be
unassigned at a given node. For the elementary. graphics domain,

this variable is called :PICTURE, and describes the picture

drool by the program in Cartesian-coordinates.
.

/ 4. :MODEL is the set of predicatgo Which :CODE is intended Ito

ft accomplish. For a cortect proffam :EFFECT is an instance of

:MODEL?
r

. . .

5. :ADVICE is a list of planhing.suggestions generated by PATH arc

actLons7 For example, the linearizatip art . (see PATN's

con unction node in figure,1:3),creates advice egarding both

the order in which subprocedures should be itten, .and the

order in *tick they should b'S invoked.

4

I
27

6
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1001
:CAVEATS i3 a list 0? warnings nr potential bugs generated by
PATN when heuristic guidelines are used in planning. For,

example, if no interactions are detected when solving a problem
involving an unfamiliar domain predicate, it is possible that

the predicate actually give rises to interactions, but their

patterns bat not yet been fawned by the system. Hence,

:CAVEATS can be se , recording this potential bug, on the arc,.

''transition from onjunction to sequential plans. This
information gui DAPR, PATN's debugging module, in subsequent

diagnosis.

'7', :VIOLATIONS is the list'of model predicites which are not
satisfied by the :EFFECT achieved 'by :CODE. This register and
:EFFECT are set by ix performance annotation module designed by
Goldstein [1974].

Let us sample the values of the semantic variables at various n ss of

thb par d WW protocol. :MGDEL for the top level SOLVE node was shown in

figure A.:7 For the INT-TW 30Liiinode, :MODEL is:

The tree mast be above4he melt, and the bottom endpoint of the
tree st connect to. the midpoint 41P0he.upper side of the well.

In our e3P-oriented model language notation dis is represented as:

(AND (ABOVE TREE WELL)
(EXISTS IP)

(AND. (CONNECTED TREE WELL (AT P))

. (EQ P (MIDDLE (UPPER (SIDk WELL))))
(EQ P (BOTTOM (ENDPOINT TREE))))))

This subadel reflects the reformulation of WISHINGWELL into a TREE and a WELL.

Typically, semantic annotation ---is-rbIliialit`to-answerinp 'what
..--

questions.' The
7

above value of:MODEL for the INT-TW node provides an example.

Q3. What isShe purpose of lines.13, 15 and 17 of NWT

-A3. Those three lines are in-line code interfacing subprocedures TREE
and WELL. The interface tktablishes connectivity at the
appropriate point, and causes the tree to appear above the well.

:VIOLATIONS at the PLAN node foP* provides inethlexabple.

28
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Q4. What is wrong with procedure WV when it is first executed (at

event E10)?

A4. The necessary relations between the model parts TREE and WELL
haire not been establishqd: specifically, there is no point P
such that the tree is connected to- the well at P, P is the
middle upper sidi of.the,well, and P is the lower endpoint of
the tree.

The :VIOLATIONS variable which modistes this answer is non-empty at the PLAN nodi

bowls's', the debugging which generates the missing interface has not yet occurred:

the English answer simply paraphrases its LISP value:

- (NOT (EXISTS (P)
(AND (CONNECTED WELL TREEIAT P))

(EQ P (MIDDLE (UPPER (54: WELLS)))
(EQ P (BOTTOM40ENDPOIN EE)))))) . 10

2.4. Pragmatics

/Pmfmatic annotation is defined to be a record of the justifications for
4

selecting a given arc transition over its competitors, and constitutes an

hypothesis about the reasons for using a particular plan. .R are assertions

attabhed to each node of the parse. The REASON for using a Oerticular plan to ar

particular situation is an instance of the arc predicate leading to the Alt state

for that plan, where the .current values of the registers are taken into

account:" For example, the reason that WELL was decomposed using a repetition

plan in the protocol is that :MODEL at that node was'generic.,

4, (REASON (REPETITION E02)
(GENERIC (:MODEL E02))).

Pragmatic annotation is germane to answering 'why questions.'

Q5. Why did the student execute WW at event EIO -- did (s)he believe

the program to be correct?

AS. Probably the student expected bugs. A reasonable strategy is to

initially plan only for the main steps, with the interfaces

later by debugging. WW was executed at E10 in order to

discover what interfacing, if any, was needed.

A
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This illustrates the analysis of,a procedure containing the rational bug

of constructing an incomplete 04.12 Debugging operations are analyzed by

postulating the applUation-of some DAPR technique. The reasons for debugging

Yt
operaticam4ypicalli involve ocalizio or repairing thi cause of some model

violation. The, purpose of running the ptogram at E10 was to perform model

diagnqsis; this tedhalque was chosen- bacons the occurrence of two consecutive

mainsteps with no explicit interface) implies that the plan may be incomplete:

(REASON (MODEL-DIAGNOSIS E40)

.
(AND (OPTIONAL (INTERFACE :FREE WELL))

(MISSING (INTERFACE TREE WELL)
(:PLAN E06)))).-

In this case, model diagnosis demonstrates the existrce of violated predicates

for which no code ozii(s; the plan is in fact incomplete. This is the reason

for the subsequent editing: repair of the incomplete plan by resuming plannin6

at the offending loCile.
. .

The reesoa for the completion glen I the editing episode (112

,through 114) is' td. eliminate the 'tot ttons hg supplying the

missing interface between TA11 and WELL.

(REASON (COMPLETE (E12 E13 E14)),

((AND
(MEMBER

(NOT
EXISTS

(CONNECTED WELL POLE-(AT P))

)))

(:VIOLATIONS E10))

(MAL
:

4EXIIITSAP)
,,f,

(AND (CONNECTED WELL POLE (AT P))
))

(:MODEL (INTERFACE TREE )1um)
(MISSING (INTERFACE =Law (:PLAN £10)))).

Tht conjunction of predicates collectively called SEQ (onthe arc from

conjunction to sequential.) PIM a rale is the following example.

30
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Q4. Why was the tvication order (TRIM WELL) used, rather than the
reverse?'

A6. TREE ends" at its bottom, a required connection point, resulting
in simpler interfacing for that ordering. If the TREE begin at
that connection point, the reverse order would have been
preferable.

Here one of the SEQ predicates incorporates knowledge about the domain predicate

CONNECTED, that interfacing can be simplified if two sibprocedures are invoked in

an order such that tfii endpoint of the first corresponds to a mutual connections

point, An instance of this rule becomes a pragmatic assertion of 'the SEQ node in

the parse.

The reason for preferring the (TREE WELL) sentencing is that
TREE ends at a reivired connection point of WELL.

(REASON (SEQ (EST E08))
(AND
(EQ (POSITION :TURTLE (AFTER TREE))

(BOTTOM (ENDPOINT TREE))r
(EQAPOSITION :TURTLE (AFTER TREE))

(MIDDLE (UPPER (SIDE WELL))))))

e r

A precisp'definition*et a linguistic approach to protocol analysis has

been provided and i.concrete analysis of this kind supplied. We now turn our

attention to the potential utility of the approach -for constructing Agnitive

models of individuals.

31.
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3. Toward a Cognitive Model of the Individual

3.1. Tailoring the ATM tothe Individual
3.2. Individual Differences and Overlay Modeling
3.3. Issues and Examples, and the Computer as Coach

1.' Tailoring the ATV to the Individual

Advocates, of computer aided instruction point out that computers can be

gated to tailor instruction to the needs of the individual. Yet little is known

about whit it means to construct cognitive models of individual student ;, or

about hoit to _use they' is providing sensitive and effectivi automatic tutoring.

Thi 3PADEtheory suggests an approach.

SPADE confronts the probled of individual differences by considering tholt

possiblg ways in which the student's ATM cinriiffor from that of an expert. One

l
error'would be to have a variant'of the optimal pragleatic arc constraints. 'More

seri s would Z. to have missing or extra arcs. Even rre serious would be to

hair missing or extra states'. Differences which, can be formalised as alterations

e topology of the ATM are manifestid in the production of a different set of
I

parse trees: -PATM might be capable of some derivations not available to the
et

student, -or vice versa. *Differences in arc-conditions or arc actions are
t '
manifested by the selection of Other th4 tigioptimal plan for a particular

problem situation; although the same repertoire of plans may be available.
)

These types-of modifications, properly combined, can account for many
,

'4

coereonly observed woeknesses in student problem tolving.. To demonstrate this

% point; we present six examples of student weaknesses and the fashion in which our

modevincscheme is able to cipturo,4" them. The examples 'are derived from informal

data c011oCted is our Prior Logo oring experiedcds.

1
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1. BASIC Syndrome: A student with
.the BASIC language never usei r
iteration is awkward are solved
for which iteration is inadequate,
deep binary trees,'are unsolvable.

Miller & Goldstein.

or programming experience in
ursion. Problems for which
ly with difficulty; problems;
such as drawing arbitrarily

A deviant version of the PAIN subgrap for repetition planning is

illustrSted in figure 1:11. The correct subgraph has an intermediate ROUND plan

state; the deviant version, missing this state and its, associated arcs,

//
characterizes the BASIC syndrome. The student's repot tion arc bypasses the

ROUND state, short circutttel thi ATN to pursue the it ration option with' no

possibility or recursion. In general, failure to emploi a'full repertoire of

planning options can be modeled in this fashion: the short circuit is postulated

ACID occur at the node immediately prior to the least. common superset of the class

of Unused plans:

2. Discontinuity: A student fails to build upon previous work, .

never taking advantage of relevant existing procedures. Each

new picture to be drawn is' treated as an isolated problem, and
recurring subproidhes are repeatedly solved afresh.

. ,

PAT1L can accomplish identifications using either primitivei or previously

solved problems. Discontinuity amounts to examining the primitive library only.

This is modeled by the absence of the corresponding predicate oy(he arc from
. ,

PLAN to IDENTIFY. A similar but more subtle case would be a student that

occestoaelly uses previous sol tions, Out n 'is often at PATNpredicts. This

tlitindicates that the identificat network is probably intact,, but parts of the

reformulation subgraph are missing. 8uch.i student fails'to notice Ahe'relevance

of Orevious problems, because they are described in slightly different terms.

IMiitospection suggests that this is a-common source of difficulty.
.

ra

'10
4.1 4..)
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"short circuit"
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,

Dotted lines are missing ,arcs.
Dotted circles ate missing states.

FIGURE I:11 DEVIANT ATN SUBGRAPH FOR REPETITION PLANS

34
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3. Diagnosis Avoidance: A student performs well in planning and
defining,programs. However, when a bug occurs, the student
falters. Rather than Systematically localizing the underlying
cause of the' error, followed by repair, tie. studentimmediately
begins to edit the program. The changes are haphazard and
counterproductive, creating more bugs than they eliminate.

A Relative to the DAPR debugging ATN, diagnosis avoidance is a weakness.

wherein the student has an extra arc not present in the expert. Whereas DAPR

cannot proceeti to the REPAIR state without first passing through DIAGNOSIS, the
w

student is modeled as having an undesirable extra arc bypassing this state

(figure 1:12). This allows diagnosis to be (incorrectly) treated as optional.

4. Syntactically Unstructured Code: A student.never'uses
subprocedures, instead relying entirely on in-lin code. This
results in long, unreadable programs which are difficult to
debug. Often the student forgets which subgoals have been
solved, or forgets hoe previously solved code segments wo .

Few projectivare successfully completed.

4

PATN's use of subprocedures is governed- by register setting actions

associated with the sequential refinement loop. This is the culpable locale for

a 'type of non-modular design we call syntactically unstructured code. Instead of

first setting the .PLAN register toa sequence of subprocedtire calls, and then

pushing for a solution to each in turn, the student apparently performs. these

'actions in the reverse order: first hing for a solution to each subprocedure,

and then setting tI:PLAN register to the concatenation' of the pOpped results.

Note that this deViant ordering of ar actions requites far more intermediate

storage to keep track of recursive da s to the ATN: given a limited pushdown

stack, iraliot surprising that the studedt forgets things.

5 Sementicall.g Pnstractured Code: A student' mechanically begins
every Logd procedure' with the PENUP command. Usualle this works

out well, in preparation for a position setup. However, even
when the position setup is unnecessary, the PENUP is still used,
resulting in either:_ (a) a rational form otasttoo, in which

35
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- thupTs (STEP IOC)
(AND (OPTIONAL.STEP)

DEBUG

:VIOLATIONS

War

3C*

\-!....!.. _

'':4.,

(EXISTS (MODEL-STATEMENT STEP LOG)
'(ANU (MEMBER (NEGATE MODELt-STATEMENT) (.VIOLATIONS LOC))

4EQUAL MODEL- STATEMENT (:MODEL STE )

(MISS EP$4PLAN LOC))))

(MISSING STEP (:PLA14 LOC))))

DIAGNOSIS

INTERPRET :CODE :MODEL)

\

undesirable extra
arc

REPAIR

COMPLETE

7

FIGURE 1:12 DEVIANT ATN SUBGRAPH BYPASSING DIAGNOSIS

-11/4 4"
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the PENUP is followed tidy by a PENDOWN; or (b) one or

.more missing model part vi ions, due to the invisibility of

vectors intended to accomplish main steps. (Solomon [1976] uses

the term click& to describe this class of phenomena.)

Treating some optional constituent as if i% is require esults in a

second kind of non-modularity, semantically unstructured coder the particular

click& just described, mechanically including PENUP commands, is mediated by the

linear decomposition arc. If this arc is modified to create position setup

subgoals without testing whether :MODEL actually requires such a setup, the

effect is to include a PENUP at the start of each'turtle program.

6. Pragmatically Unstructured Code: A student who 4ormally does

break large programs into subprocedures nevertheless encounters
numerous bugs, many of which are difficult to localize. The

subprocedures lack modularity, each being dependent on knowledge

of the inner workings of others. For example, interfaces are
included as part of main steps, so that the initial state of a

given procedure is determined by the final state of whichever
procedure happens to precede it in the planned order of

invocation.

While failure of a particular arc action to consider the problem at hand

*results An semantically unstructured code, faulty arc predicates in deciding

among alternative arcs leads to a third form of non -modularity, pragmatically

unstructured code. The unnecessary construction of non-linear subprocedures is

attributable to either improper dniaulk ordering or malfunctioning predicates,on

the arcs leaving the conjunction node. For example, the INTERACTIONS predicate

may not be imposing sufficiently strong conditions on accepting the model: this

0
leads to the addition of constraints on the subprocedures when no real non-

.
linearity is present%

Thus perturbations on PATH provide a deep theory of student weaknesses,

explaining unsuccessful behavior in teris of the syntactic, semantic, and

38
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pragmatic structure of the ATM.

3.2. Individual Differences and Overlay Modeling

We envision inducing a model of individual idiosyncrasies as

perturbations of PAIN by applying Goldstein's [1976] overlay modeling technique.

This approach describes individuals with, respect to an expert problem solving

program by associating probabilities with each decision point in the expert,

rephsenting our state of knowledge about a given individual's preferences. The

probabilities are a summary of the available evlidence rather than an integral

part of the model: at any given time, a process model is obtained' from the

overta*pfobabilities by including thos; possibilities that ate abOve* threshold

and excluding those that are below." Goldstein and Carr [1977] use this

technique to infer process models of behavior in a logic and probability as

called WURPUS.

This raises the question of whether all of the perturbations mentioned

Above, including the alterations in ATN topology, can in fact be represented by

such an overlay, i.e., by a numerical plausibility table: it turns out that they

doe can. A missing arc can be handled by assigning it an a priori transition

plausibility of O. A missing intermediate state can likewise- be represented foi

the plausibility of the arcs leading to the unused states being 0, but the

plausibility of the arc to the short circuiteds,state being 1., Similarly,

default orderings can be reversed by reversing their relative plausibilities.

This table driven organization allows distinguishing between personl-and

archetypal ATM's. Archetypal ATM's are analogous to Winsion's1970] concept

=dials, and in fatt.our scheme for inducing personalized ATN's bears some

resemblance to Winstoh's,learning system!, except that our networks happen to /rave

procedural rather than structural meanings. Personalisid ATM's are created from

3D
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the archetype

simplifies the

states or arcs

of the expert.

1.34 Miller &.Goldstein

by thresholding over a particular plausibility table. This

tuning and debugging of the system and eliminates thedanger that

added to model non-expert behaviors might-degradellhe.performance

The expert ATN is obtained by coupling the archetype with an

eXpert piausildlity table. The entries for, undesirable options are zeroes.

A first approximation to the plausibility table for an individual can be

derived from the relative frequencies of arc transitions in previously analzyed
a.'

protocols. Howe''er, this ignores the ,emantic and pragmatiC context. It could

be that infrequently used transitions were' inappropriate for the tasks performed.

Consequently, this is refined by comparing 04 tallies to a record of the

expert's performance over the same set of tasks."' (Thii technique, differential

modeling, is suggested. by Burton & Br, wn [1979].) Naturally there will be

differences in indiv.idual protocols because of arbitrary choices, but in, the long

term consistent properties of the student's behavior should emerge.

Just recording arc transitions e still too crude. One should account

for differences'in terms of the smallest chunks of malfunctioning knowledge which

can be isolated. As a second order cognitive model, the units of analris are

taken to be the individual arc predicates and pions. The statistical evidence

can be deed to differentiate which arc operations are malfunctioning or missing.

3.3. Issues and Examples. and the Computer as Coach

Two crucial ingredients are lacking in current uses of computers in

: education: a cognitive'theory describing the problem solving and learning

processes, and a pedagogical theory prescribing techniques to facilitate and

enhance these processes. As a result, many instructional application$ of

computers are ad hoc, if notAetrimental.

There are exceptions to these criticisms. The Logo project[Papert 971]

p.
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offers educational applications of computer technology Suggested by a

computational approach, to problem solving and learning. Hdwever, the
,

Just ion for many tbgo insights remains informal and intuitive. The current

k is an efforrto increase the theoretical precision and experilental rigor of

Logo rasearch. Otl exceptias include the work of John Seely Brown's group
-

.[Brown et' al.1974,1975; Burton k' Brown 1976] on intelligent in t

systems for electronics (SOPHIE) and elementary mathematics (WEST); and _that of

Stansfield, Carr and GOldste n (Stansfield et al. 1976; Goldstein & Carr 1977] on

an advisorior WUMPUS. The iVES ttor suggests a paradigm: also used in WUMPUS,

in which issues.(abstracted differences between expert and novice behavior) are,

illustrated by concrete examples,of t heir application, to ac tive learning

situations.

..--

.iti---,,. ..a
and-exeiples Logo, can be'contemplated. -When_PA1THms, expectations are

violet because of a difference between See expert and student versions of the
.. !

,

ATIM,-th e can -be raised with the student, This would extend the 4

..-9 .
4/

4....

,issues -mad -e ms 'paradigm. of WEST and the computer-ai-coa6 paradigm ,of

Given the cognitive modeling pols developed in this chapter, an issues-

S

HMOS, not only by addiessini a more difficult4task domain, but also by

elabor4ating the notion Utissees, from abstractions of empirically selected

feature, ,to specific programmatic weaknesses.

The*thiory would alio constrain the order in which issues should be

,

-presented to the,stwdent: The topology of the OW should be nearly right. before

Oagmaticitrc constraints are discussed. Likewike, the feneral,form:of the

pragmatics should be correct ,before doitin-specifii arc critics are taught.

AO. ' Although many subtleties arise, which are not touched on here, the epproich takes
41Q

a step' towmrd theOretical foundatiOns for co ; outer tutors which provide

sensitive", flexible, tadiviluel instruction in problem solving shills.

41
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4. Notes to Book I

1. SPADE is an acronym for Structured Planning
jGordstoin. & Miller 1976a,b; Miller & Goldstein 1976i;b,c]

and DebYgging. des

2. More accurately, the session transcript is a partial protocol.
Considerable ,leverage is obtained by assuming that the dialogue occut's within'the
confines of a small, well-defined resifts. menu; -natural language processing
need not be attempted. We recognize that thorough protocol analysis includes
parallel examination of4the subject's utterances during the session, eye movement
daft', retrospective accounts, and Solon. Although our sole objective here is
analysis of the session transcript, weintend to corroborate our analyses using
these other sorts of evidence.

e. Miller 4 Goldstein [19760 used
to extract the constituent structure of a
did hot,develep the more thorough view of
current report.

a context free problem salvin grammar
student's Logo protocol. Th t paper
analysis we describe'in Book 1 of Ur

4. PATH, is designed in [Goldstein & Miller 1976b]. It kee not yet been
implemented. The use of present tense throughout this document in describing both
PAIN and PAZATN is for readability only.

, 5. For efficiency, some states with similar Appology are merged, and a
rev' additional arcs are added to provide for such features as iterative control,
when tecursively invoking the complete system is unnecessary.

r. The figure adepts a parenthesized notation (which is formally
equ ivalent to that used in oursirlfer papers) to emphasize at predicate modelt
are just LISP 8-expressions which can be evaluated.

AS first these predicate models will be supplied by the experimenter.
Eventually we plan to construct a* nodule to "induce 4, model from a hand-drawn

A tablet 'sketch. A sigpificant undertaking itself, this would enhance the
practicality of automatic protocol analysis in the graphics domain.

lb

7. Generation of pragmatic assertionsNrepresenting instances of arc
predicates is an elaboration of the basic PAIN designvnot presented in
[Goldstein & Miller 1976b]. These assertions, being directly..computable by
esamining the ATN's arcs and the semantic variables, are synthetically redundant,
but become important'when analytic c plexities such as irratiopal bugs and,'
personalized ATN's are considered:

8. The example is a simplifie hypothetical protocol not involving
careless errors such as istypings. Li other respects, however, it is typical of

student protocols for tasks similar to WISNINGWELL. 4

12
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9401be root, of the parse tree is shown at the left; the leaves are to

the right. Some details are not ,shown: ellipses are indicated by three periods.

For clarity, some semantic information is included parenthetically:- SOLVE(WEL).
Logo punctuation events are of minor ispOrtance in the underlying plan.

Although used as clues during parsing, they are not included in the structullal
description. In the figure they are shown enclosed in exclamation mark k:
1E0S.>END!.

Since the order in which'subgoals are solved need not mirror their
execution order in the resulting plan, events need not occur in the parse in
temporal order. In the figure the events are shown in temporal order, but lines
are crossed.

10. To illustrate the insights gained from the anplysis, we use a
scenario for a question-answering module which performs retctevals and simple
inferences over a database consisting of thepanalyzed protocol, We are confident
that the data structures generated by our style of analysis ate sufficient to
support Ohs type of interaction. However, we have not yet designed the
question-answering module per se; instead, we have concentrated on isolating the
relevant knowledge base. For readability, the questions and answers are stated
here in unrestricted English; for ease of implementation, the actual system will
be restricted to a forma query language.

11. It sight seem that this definition of pragmatic annotation is
inadequate for protocol analysis, since a student may-select the right pan but
for the wrong reason. The SPADE approach handles this circumstance by a separate
mechanism, personalized Art's, .to be discussed shortly. For ease of
presentation, the example uses the expert ATN as the basis for its REASON
assertions.

12. Although PATN's default solution to the wishingwell task did not
involve debugging, PATH is capable of 'rational bugs such as this particular
incomplete plan. When solving novel'tasks, it is sometimes more efficient to
plan only for the main steps, with the interfaces being solved by subsequent
debugging. During plannin4, PAIN notes those points where the plan is
incomplete; wen a bug is encountered, this advice guides PATN's debugging
module, DAPR.

Not all rational bugs are incopplete plins, and not all bugs are
rational. Overlooking an interaction Tetween subgoalsis another type of
rational bug. Nistypings and mispellings are typical irrational bugs; our
approach to their analysis should be mentioned. The reason for such-an event is
assumed to be the same as th reason for the correct version of the event, but
flagge&by an, additional assertion stating the nature of the mistake.

13. Of course, one can also use probabilities to model actual non-
determinisi in the subject's behavior, but we do not consider that possibility
here.

0
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Book II: Automating the Protocol Partin, Process yy

5, Introduction to Book II

5.1. The CHU Series of Analyzers.

S.Z. Overview of PA2Alip

, Book I developed the SPADE notion of protocol analysis as parsing, but

did not indicate how parses are to be clerked. Automating the analysis process

is desirable, because manual analysis is informal, t ous, 'error prone, and not

illamenable to incorporation into compyorized tutors. Hence, this second book

presents the Assign for-PAiATN, anmAosiEtic'protocol analyzer based on the SPADE

theory. As biactioUnd,Ebr asse e design of PAZATN, we first summarize the

features and ,IblititiOns tt.a seri of automatic Protocol analyzers dei,eloped at

Carnegie-Nellon University:

5.1. The CHU Series of Anelyzell
)

-.

- .--,, ,

Much ground-braking research in automatic protocol analysis has been

performed attarnegi Ripon UnivU sity. PAS-I [Waterman & Newell 1972], the

first of three CHU systems, analyze think-aloud protocols for cryptarithetic.

PAS-II [Waterman & Newell 1973] is an interactive version which makes fewer task -
)

specific assumptions. SAPA [Bhaskar & Simon 1976] addresses the additional
. I

complexities of semantIcally rich task domains.

f
By focusing they crypterithmetic task, PAS-1 obtain &sufficient

leverage tocompletely a t esje the analysis pr The input to PAS -/ is a

iionscriitan of a tap: recorded think-aloud protocol and its output is a problem

-bobeeter graph. PAS-I operates in four stages, the frrst two of which occur

sequentially in. time:* linguistic analysis, semantic analysis, processing of
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operator grouts, and problem behavior graph generation. PAS-I does not att

generality; for example, the linguistic analyzer employs.a key word gr

oriented to Cryptarithmetic. 3inilarly,.Process -Colima is a typical operator.

PAS-II reduces dependency on a single domain by requesting guidance. from

a human encoder. Task-specific knowledge is factored into a separate let of

rules; the domain independent part of the system amounts to a command language

or subroutine library to assist a human protocol-analyit. Moving'from automatic

to interactive tWitysis may seem counter to progress. However, this

methodological contribution allows flexibility to incWorate the experimenter's

insight, while still imposing discipline on the encoding process. We intend to

construct an interactive analyzer as an intermediate milestone'in implementing

PAZATN.

SAPA, in cooperation with a human ancoder, analyzes protocols in chemical .

engineering"thermodynamici. By consideflTifa domain rich An background

,knowledge, rather than puzzle problems such as cryptarithmetic, SAPA addresses a

complex, new facet of problem' solving. However, 3APA is highly domain specific.
-

For example, SAPA begins the analysis by asking fir the form of the energy

equation used by the subject. Thermodynamics problem solving is viewed as a

variant of means-ends analysii in whidh the energy equation plays a predominate

role.

When implemented, PAZATN will extend the automatic protocol analysis

techniques developed at OM by complementing their features and limitations. On

one hand, a PAZATN shortcoming -- its restrictiop to a small menu of responses --

is addressed by the considerable effort CMU researchers-have invested in natural
4

language front-ends for protocol analysis. On the other hand, tMU has divoted

less attention to the investigation of planning concepts, a limitation addressed

'by the SPADE theory. For example, the CMU theory does not provide a deep account

45



Protocol Analysis 2.3 Hiller & Goldstein

of origins of planning errors in the PAIN sense._ Likewise, a practical

limitation of the CNU analyzers has beelita,"specificity. In designing PAZATN

we have tried to minimize task specificity through modular design; this is ,made

Possible, in part, by the highly structured underlying SPADE theory. However,.

A
testing the generality of PAZATNby applying it to several domains remains a

research goal.' Finally, the elementary programming world to which PAZATN is

applied in this paper resembles thermodynamics in that background knowledge of

the domain plays a sidhificant role in solving Problems.

5.2. Overview of PAZATN .

PAZATN is a scheie for.matching a protocol to a PATH plan derivation; it

can only understand protocols which PAIN can generite.2 Therefore the analysis

could be'performedgin principle, by trying all possible PAIN solutions,

selecting the first which 'leeches the data. Since exhaustive enumeration is

impractical, a primary consideration is efficient search in PATN's plan space.

Bottom-up protocol evidence is used for this purpose (figure 1:1).

PAZATN consists of PAIN supplemented by several additional modules and

data structures ( figure II:1). This design incorporates three key ideas:

1. the use of the chart datastructure [Kay 1973; Kaplan 1973] in

two distinct roles, both ,involving the need to economically
store alternative combinations of substructures;

2. the use of a librerg of domain-specific specialists for

processing events in various syntactic categories;

3. the use of best just corovttne search driven by a separate
scheduler -- with modules communicating by means of the charts
-- to ensure early application of strong 'sources'of constraint.

1. Two charts, One of PAZATN's charts:the planchert, keeps track of

*

subgoals proposed by PAIN: PAZATN's second chart, the datachert, records the,

% /alternative ways of associating protocol vents with planchart leaves.

.4
ti
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Protocol Analysis 2.3 Miller & Goldstein

2. Library of event specialists : The syntactic classification of

possible events for a given domain results in a highly modular design. (ADDCODE,

RUNCOE and END are typical Logo event types.) For each event type PAZATN, is

supplied with an ESP, i.e., a specialist for associating events of that type with

planchart_leaves. Adapting PAZATN to other problem domains is possible by

replacing this library.

3. Best first coroattnectlerch:. PAZATN receives the model and protocol

as input. The model is a formal statement of the problem as shdwn in figure 1:7;

',the protocol is a list of events as shown at the top of page 1.19. PAZATN's

output is a SPADE tnterpretetton of the protocol as described in Book I: 'a parse

tree augmented by semantic and pragmatic annotation. At any given time during

analysis, several perttal interpretations will be active. The outer loop is a

scheduler which allows each active partial interpretation to examine oue event

per cycle. For a given interpretation, wefts ire processed in a single left-to!

right pass. At the end of...,a;rycle the active set is re-chosen.

until at least onenterpretetion has processed the final .

, Analysis of a protocol proceeds as follows. First PAZATN requests PATN

to generate its most plausible plan-on the basis of the Iloodel alone. This plan

is inserted into the planchart. Next, proterl events are examined one by one,

matching them with subgoals in the PATNtplan. Each match is recorded in the

This repeats

r

datachart.

'If an event is encountered for which no plausible match can be found,

PATN is asked to generate its next most plausible plan, now potentially

considering the nature of the mismatch as will as the model. The planchart is

extnded4by inserting PATN's next plan. Those subgoals which are common to both

plans share the same structure is the chart.
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If an event is encountered for which more than one plausible match can be

found, the datachart records each such pairing in similar fashion. Each of these

is then allowed to continue

scheduling algorithie.

I

an

tog protocol events according to the best first

51)
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6. Simulating Automatic Parsing of the Example Protocol

6.1. Preliminary Generation of Expectations
6,2. Modifications Based on Bottom-up Evidence

6.3. Some Informal Observations

This chapter is a hand-simulation of PAZATN on the WISHINGWELL protocol

introduced in Book I. -Various components of PAZATN are introduced as they are

needed. Subsequent chapters provide details regarding these deponents.

6.1. Preliminary Generation Of Expectations

The protocol parsing process is initiated by executing (PAZATI

W/SIUSOWELi WW), where WISHINGWELL is the model and WW the protocol. The initial

answer library is assumed to contain procedures for '?MANGLE and TREE.

Before PAZATN examines the protocol, PAIN examines the model. Since

WISHINGWELL is not in the answer library, PAIN determines that an identification
4

plan is not viable. Both decomposition and refOhlulation are possible, since
44k

they are applicable'to any model.
//'

PAIN can detereine, using lookahead, that 'reformulation results n an

identification involving TREE; for this particular protocol, this quickly leads

to a successful parse. However, reforsulations.rapidly expand the search space,

so PAZATN adopts a conservative approach ja reformulation: iNicompositions,which

lead to a straightforward solution are preferred unless protocol evidence .

indicating reformulation is discovered.. Consequently decomposition is predicted,

with three main steps: ROOF, POLE, and WELL. But since the decision is

uncertain, a demon procedure a is created to handle the possibility that

decomposition falls to parse the protocol.

The model is examined for interactions. None are detected, so a linear

decomposition into subgoals is expected. However, since required connection

(
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points occur at the midpoints of sides of WELL and ROOF, a non-linear subgoal-
M

decomposition might be used for efficiency, to avoid retracing. As a result, two

demon procedures are'created to chock for WELL or ROOF sides being accomplished

in
/
two steps. Such a plan is less likely for ROOF which can be identified with

the existing TRIANGL1.

The transitive ABOVE predicates suggest a sequential plan utilizing --

either the qrder, (ROOF POLE WELL), or the order, (WELL POLE ROOF). There is no

basis for selection. Hence, PAIN follows a principle of least cOmmitment,

predicting the disjunction of the two invocation orders.

This application of the principle of leist commitment is accomplished

using a chore of alternative plan derivations called the plaachart. The

planchart is similar to an AND/OA poet tree but involves a variety'of node types

and shares substructures economically. Figure 11:2 illustrates how the tow

equally likely'sequences are represented in the planchart. As PAIN generates

predictions, the required bookkeeping is performed by expanding this plapchart.

Since the main steps for the two sequences are identical, they provideno

evidence regarding ordering. The interfaces provide the critical evidence, so

PATN solves the interfaces for one order, (WELL POLE ROOF). Because the choice

is arbitrary, another demon is created to *and the (ROOF POLE WELL) order .in

case the interfaces fail to(match. Except that TRIANGLE is already in the answer

library4FPATN has predicted the protocol of figure'I:8.

Besides predicting PATN's default solution, three arbitrary choices have

been flagged as likely failure ,points. If the specific discrepancy pattern

monitored by one of the three corresponding demons is detected, that choice will

be reconsidered. If non-specific mismatches are encountered, backup to other

decisions will occur in the usual way. Note that most choices are not arbitrary

'and have sot beenflagged. (This helps to 'avoid the usual inefficiency

52
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associated with pure backtracking control structure: 'failing in all possible

ways')

At this point, control passes to the bottom-up analytic routines.

6.2. Modifications Based on Bottom-up Evidence

PAZATN now attempts to interpret the first protocol event in a manner

comsis jicolith PATN's default solution.
...

£01 ?TO WELL

E01 is classified as a TO event -- Lope punctuation beginning a procedure

definition. The emit specialist for TO events is called ipon to assign the

event to some expectation.

PAZATN does not use-mnemonic cloest:and no significance is attached to

the student's"particuldr choicenf the name WELL.5 The TO specialist examines the

_alanchirt (figure 11:2) hi;l7C111beidate subprocedures.- There are expectations for

the top level (WW), nil.. POLE and the two interfaces. The default solution

order is top-down, so E01 is assumed t . However, solution order is so

variable that other interpretations are plausible. Consequently the

interpretation splits into separate analyses for each..

Whereas the planchart is used to keep track of alternative expectations,

a second chart, the datachart, is used to keep track of alternative associations

between protocol. events and expectations. PAIN expands the planchart; PAZATN'i :

sweet interpreter Matta the datachart. At any given time, some orpthe partial

interpretations in. the datachart are considereeito be Active; the rest are Ring.

relation

For expbsitory purposes, we will.assume that only one partial

interpre tion is active at a time. Rather than pursOing several alternatives in
.

parallel, we will merely record them in case the'need to back up iises. Hence
.

. -.

after the split is performed, £01 is assigned to be the TO for the top level
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1 '

procelkie0114. The parent node of this interpretation, a generator for

&hematite inter pretations of E01,'
0

With E01 assmed to start WW, E02 is now processed

40111

Miller a Goldstein

j.'N £02 . >10 REPF.474 [20 30]

r ,

is doe's not match the expectation for a definition of.the top leyel wi

.Adirocedtfre,' Tkerefore;backup<occurs to the most recedi split (at £01). e on

activatedalternative that can accdunt for £02, that £01 is the start of WELL,. i

(fig :3).

The protodol -wadies this now interpretation. through £05.

'4

,

414

E0.3' >20 FORWARD 100
E04/ >30 'RIGHT 90,,

£05 >ENlit

Ambiguity arisevatlOp.

£06 >10 WW

&

'Since 'ROOF .caw be identified with TRIANGLE and WELL has already been found, this

- '

.
1

MO be,* POLE or an interface. The POLE and interfaces are apt to besolved

by in-lini ,code; furthermore, toprdeln order it the default preference. Ce,
.

. t

although EOG causes a split, WW is Clearly chosen as the active interpretation:,

a

.
.

,

.

ioNmett. £07, is examined.
.

.

t., 4
£01 >10 TREE

Rather\ than matehineWWs expectations for a setup 'ore call to WELL,
17

matches the discrepancy pattern for two active demons. ',tn. demon represents the

gossibility that iirARQOF P?LE WELL} order was used; this would require FREE to

be' the setup for Rt98F. The other demon represents a potential reformulation ',;

* .
P

. .
I .

involving -TREE. This second lesion 10 highly ebeCify for "this evidence and is

therefore triggered. Control.returns`to PATN with a re4uest for a laformulated
di II

model in which TREE is a subgoal. I

4 ir
PATN regrolips ROOF and POLE into TREE, and then *ands for a selution to

. b .
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the revised model. When the sequential refinement loop is reached, the

(TREE WELL) invocation order is chosen immediately on the basis of known protocol

Arta." This need not have been PATN's choice from a problem solving point of

view: this decision is forced by the bottom -up evidence. Figure II:4,shows the

modified planchart.

,-, After PATH has processed the reformulation request, E07 can be

accommodated, as shown in the datachart of figure 11:5. E08 is now examined. An.

interface is expected.
4

E08 >20 WELL

solved mainstep, at expectation.WELL is k to be a previously

This is the standard pattern for an incomplete plan:

but instead the mest.mainstep is found. A demon for

active and is triggered by-this situation. It pats

generates debugging expectations.

Each remaining event matches a 04PR expectation.

O

E09

Ell
E12
E13
E14
E15

>END

>PEDIT WW
>13 RIGHT 90

>15 FORWARD 106
>17 RIGHT 100
>END

nterface is.expected

complete plans is always

s control to Ratok,which,-

Hence the parse succeeds. Figure 11:6 shows the final planchart and datachirt,

with marked nodes indicating the parse tree which is returned.

6.3: Some Informal Observations

We have hand-simulated PAZATN on shout a half-dosen hypothetical

protocols. This informal exercising of the design has led us to a number of

tentative observations regarding PAZATN's capabilities. lee, question which

arises is PAZATN's flexibility to handle alternative solutions. We are confident

S"
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that the following types of variation can be handled:
°

I. subprocedures versus'in-line code;

2. incomplete plans where interfaces are solved by debugging;

3. incorrect plans where interactions are overlooked by the student

(but known by PAIN);

4. permutations of invocation or solmtion order;

8. standard reformulations (regrouping, generic-explicit

conversion);

6. unnecessary nonlinear decompositions (accidental or for

efficiency);

7. non-standard default parameters (FORWARD 75 as.the basic unit);

8. simple'forms of equivalence (BACK 100 versus FORWARD -100);

9. common errors such as mdstyping, or omission of a line number.

the o
or
ther hand, the following types of variation pose problems for PAZATN:

1. interleaving of lines from different procedures if errors also

occur in that a procedure is accidentally edited;

2. unrecognizable reformulations due to gaps in PATN's knowledge;

3. deliberately obscure code, °Maude in;o144ng many needless

operations;

4. equivalence transformations resting on subtle doitin theorems;

1. fully general recursion including heterarchical procedure calls.

4

Another observation concerns PAZATN's 'efficiency. For the simple

protocols we have considered, after only a few false starts, PAZATN latches onto

a correct set of expectations regarding the student's overall plan. After thet

point (which we would place at 208 for this protocol)* interpretation of the

remaining events proceeds without incident.
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Organization of the PAZATN'Protocol Parser
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7.1. The Planchart
7.2. Repretenting Interpretations
7.3. The Datachart

7.4. Incremental Planchart Expansion

wit 7.5. Markers and Marker Propagation
7.6. Preprocessing
7.7. The Event Classifier
7.8. The Event Interpreter
7.9. The Event Specialists
7.10. The Scheduler

In generating potential proto intpfp:eytions, PAIN is guided not only

.by. synthetic evidence derived from examining the model, but also by analytis

evidence derived from previously examined protocol events.- If previous events

have established that the student is pursuing a particular subgoal, then PAIN

will propose candidate solutions for that subgoal, even if it is not one which

arises in PATN's preferred plan. Likewise if previous events have established

that the student is pursuing a particular invocation order, then PAIN will use

that order in creating interfaces, even if another sequence leads to simpler

0
interfaces. This sensitivity to the student's plan is accomplished by adding

additional predicates to PATN's arcs which access assertions in the current

partial' interpretation.

This chapter presents the major PAZATN modules needed to use PAIN in this

analytic role. Chapter eight refines the discussion presented here.

7.1. The Planchart

PAIN is an intensional representation of the plan space; there are a

S.

number of reasons for needing an extensional representation of the ATN process.

Consequently a complete trace of PATN's operation, the planchart, is maintained.

One. reason for creating this data structore.is to avoid repetitive calculatibns,

Alt additional uses for the planchart will appear in'the course of the

0
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discussion. (Figure 11:4 showsan example planchart from the analysis of WW.)

The planchart includes not only plans, but nodes of other types such as

debugging episodes. As its name suggests, the planchart is a chart [Kay 1973;

Kaplan-1973]* a network which compactly represents alternative combinations of

subexprissions. This economically represents1PATN's partial solutions and their

hierarchical annotation. Rather than generating the entire solution space at

once -- which would be impractical even if it happened to be finite -- PAM

expands this planchart incrementally as additional possibilities are needed by

the analyzer.

upward from a given leaf, the planchart rambles an AND /OR goal.

tree. However, there are a greater variety of node types, rather than just ANQ.

and OR. This allows the planchart to represent such concepts as whether

conjunctive subgoals need to bi accomplished in a specified order, or whether any

order will do, allowing a creator variety of potential interpretations to be

expressed parsimoniously.

The analysis 0r-6-less is closely tied to modifications of this data

tructure. In particular, the structural description assigned to a protocol

corresponds to a pathway through the planchart starting from the root -- the top
.0

level &XVI node -- to the individual protocol events corresponding to a subset

of the leayes. The semantic variables and pragmatic assertions are generated by

PAM along with the parse, and are attached to the corresponding plancbart

nodes. Consequently, the structure building actions of the protocol parser are

.performed en%irely by PATH.

f
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7.2. Representing Interpretations

An inteipretetion of en 'west is represented as 'an assignment of that

event to a leaf of the planchart (figure 11:7). Similarly, an istierpretetion of

the protocol is a complete association list of such event assignments. A perttel

tnterpretetton is an association list containing assignments for a subset of the

events in the 'complete protocol.

Because of the chart Apresentition of plans, individual events can be

assigned to a single leaf but remain ambiguous as to which plan they belong to.

The assignment captures exactly what can be concluded from the event: no more

and no less. All possible interpretations consistent with the data are carried

along.

In order to be assigned to a given leaf of the planchart, it is not

necessary for the protocol event to match identically. Data events are converted

to canonical form before assignment, so that equivalent forms (e.g., LEFT 90 and

RIGHT 270) are not distinguished. Non-equivilent assignments are'also possible,

representing the analyzer's judgment that the protocol event was intended to

match the planchart' leaf but contains either' errors, such as mispellings or

istypings, or different default parameters where a range of values is

acceptable.

7.3. The Datachart

,
A pirtial interpretation splits when it proposes lore than a single

planchart assignment for an event. Some method or keeping track of the

analyzer's- alternative partial interpretations is needed. it should take

advantage of the fact that, following a split, the event interpretations prior to

that split remain the same: the common ancestry should tm preserved. Idbally

interpretations which agree on' events both before andefter a split should share
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,--REPEAT 4

SOLVE (WELL)PLAN--DECREP

. .0.1111P

SEQ

F

FORWARD '100

RIGHT 90

..;Protocol

.E02 REPEAT 4[20 301 -

E03 FORWARD 100

E04 RIGHT 90

E03 has been assigned to the planchart generic side fof WELL.

t

A

FIGURE 11:7 INTERPRETING AN EVENT

N
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the same representation for them; this is called a Join.

The datachart _genies these functions. Like the planchart, the datachart

is a chart, so that it-can economically store common *ubstructure. Suppose that

two interpretations have identical ssignments for the first H events, and then

split. The .split corresponds to a single node having two descendants.

Assertions corresponding to the shared part of the interpretation dire

automatically inherited from the parent node (figure 11:8).

Whenever a low plausibility event assignment occurs the following actions

are performed: .

1. An assertion is added at the current node, indicating which event
assignment is about to be made. This ensures that the same
possibilities will not be repeatedly pursued.

2. A new node is sprouted, which will inherit prior assignments frog
the parent node. This ensures that changes which reflect the
uncertain assignment will not affect the state information of
the parent node.

3. The uncertain assignment is performed at the new node. The
normal operations associated with event interpretation
(described below) are carried out.

4. The new l4ode is placed on a list of NEW partial interpretations.
This ensures that it will be scheduled for at least one cycle of
fulIhbr Investigation.

5. The parent, node fs re-examined to detirmine if additional nodes
should be sprouted representing alternative event assignments.
If so, the above sequence of operations is carried out for each.
When no further alternatives seem worth considering at the
present time, the parent node is placed on a list of HUNG
interpretations.

This technique has t e feature that it is not necessary to explicitly

list all of the possible al iv", interpretations for a given event.' After

sprouting, the parent node no Mg. represents a single partial interpretation,

but an indefinite number of implicit alternatives to its current offspring. Even

after it is HUNG, the parent hods contains the necessary state information to
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I

SPLIT

E07=SETUP WELL

E01=WELL DEFINITION

E02=REPEAT

SPLIT

JOIN

E07=TREE'CALL

E08=WELL CALL,

The hypothesis that E01 sta is the definition of

WELL can be "seen" from th de for E08. Two

possible explanations of EO can Aso be seen.

' Am
1

FIGURE 11:8 INHERITANCE OF DATA CHART ASSERTIONS
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generate additional possibilities if these are ever needed.

7.4. Incremental PlancharilOansion

Consider the Situation in which an active partial interpretation cannot

find an acceptable planchart assignment for its next event. Two conclutions are
.. 0

possible: either (a) the current partial interpretation is a dead end, and

should be moved to the HUNO--listror (k) the current partial interpretation 14

viable, but the plOchart has not been expanded sufficiently to accdunt for the

current data.
4

This decision is crucial. If PAZATW is too miserly in allowing plinchart

growth, an event could be mis-interpreted as a deviant version of an existing

leaf, when only slight growth would have allowed it to match a new leaf exactly.

But if PAZATN is too eager to expand the planchart, the number of irrelevant

solutions.propoied could.be enormous.

This decision is also very difficult, being complicated by the

circumstance that data events need not identically Match planchart leaves: they

can differ because of postulated bugs or variant-but acceptable parameter values
4h

(such as scale factors). J --<:rt

'Your techniques are germane to this decision and its cOmplications.

J-
1. Protocol events are converted to a canonical form. This allows

for handling simple forms of equivalence such as FORWARD -100
versus BACK

2. Standard Spelling correction procedures, are applied to
unrecognized protocol events, using the fringe of the planchart

as a dictionary. This allows for handling simple istypings and

mdspellings.

3. A hash coding scheme uses the critical terms of an event (e.g.,
the FORWARD, 4!it not the 100) as keys.* This allows acceptable

variants og. events (e.g.,, those differing only by a scale
factor) to be located.

4. The neighbors of a planchart leaf Oovide expectations which
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*influence the plausibility of event assignments to that leaf

The next section describes a schee for generating these

eipoctations.
6

.

7.5. Markers and Neker Propagation

A marker pfppagation ,chnique helps'in deciding whether to expand the

planchart by providing a precise representation fot'expectations. . Markers also

del:famine the final protocol. parse by selecting a pethway through the planchnrt.
.

Assigning I protocol ;vent to a planchart leaf marks that leaf. Ike(' types of

iarker arehnsed: (I) a standard marker for events that match identically or

to
, , .

0

-Paler nly in a flexible parameter value; (2) a diitinguished marker or top
t. .

0 down DEFINED plans prior to encountering the body of the subprocedure:.,nnd (3) a ,

distinguished marker for devient events involving mistyping; or similar errors.

constituent is expected to the' extent to which finding it results In 4

lr
propagations, where propagation through the planchart is-characterized by rules

such as:

MPR-DI3J. If the parint'of e.mirked node is disjunctive (i.e.,
split), theparent is marked:, .

*MPR -CONJ. If the parent of a marked node is iStunctiite (e.g.,

'every sibling of thy marked node 1 marked, the is

marked.

. .

The rules shown here are incomplete. .Top'down DEFINED plans, for

example, receive special treatment to ensure that after completing' a

saperprocedure the expectations for'its subprocedures remain in effect.

As an.gxappie of the use of these rules, consider a bottom-up °DEFINED

plan, where asubprocedure is firit defined and then called by a superprocedure.

After the subprocedure definition has been encountered, its use bAlsome

superprocedure is expected.- The planchart would contain a marked SOLVE node for
.

the'nubpr000dure'end an unmarkedjp node for its use in the other procedure,
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\N

both dominated by in unordered conjunctive 16 node (figure II:9). The USE is

expected because marking its node wield result in a propagation at least as far
.

as the SOLVE dominating the DEFINED node.

Suppose that an expectation (such as the bottom-up DEFINED plan examOle)

fails to be satisfied after many events. 140 possibility is that the -partial

interpretation which expects it is completely wrong, and should be abandoned. A

-

second possibility isthat the partial interpretation is basically correct,orrect, but

th,t'siudenthas accomplished the expecteeeffect in alternative Way (e.g.,

incorporated the subprocedure's defipition in-line in toad of calling it as

expected). -This second case turns off the expectation, since it becomes

dominated bya marked node (figure

11. third possibility is that the student accidentally left out the

relevant line of code.. This is detected when protocol events indicate that.the

episode is finished,..In the Logo world this corresponds to encountering the END

statement for The supecprocidure, END statements force propagations even when

someexpectationt are not satisfied; but the plan is flagged as incomplete,

debugging expectations are generated, and the plausibility is lowered. If the -
I

debugging predictions are then confirmed, the plausibility is restored and the

e xpectatig considered satisfied.

Markers, as h representation for expectations, provide evidence ,regarding

4
she plausibility of. interpretations, )010 is especially useful when planchart

e xpansion is under consideration. Typical plausibility guidelines include:

PLIk.10

PLO-2.

..,
.

Event assignments that result in longer chains of 'Oro ioes

are more plausible than those that re ult in shorter Cho of

propagations or none at all.
\,./(e\

' -

Interpretations that leave few expectations unsatisfied ar4 amore'
plausible than those that have many expectations unsatisfied.

dr

a
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?'
,..SOLVE(*WELL*) DEFINE

(already'
Z,/narked)

X
SOLV;__RWELL)--*"

USE (WELL) ---
-

& Goldstein

4

ire

A use of WELioeis expected because it would cause
tte propagation's shown as?'s.

FIGURE 11:9 DEFINED PLANS: AN EXAMPLE OF PROPAGATION AS EXPECTATION

-
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Planchart
.

Protocol

TO WW

SQLVE (WW)-- SEQ
co

SOIFE(*WELL*)--

At

OLVE(WELL11--

X
rfOLVE(WELId

USE(WELL)

=

in-line code for well

END

r ,

This use of WELL is no longer expected,

since -it is now dominated by a marked

node.

FIG II:10 (EXPECTATIORINFANCELLED, DOMINATED.BY MARKED NODE

.
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7.6-. Preprocessing t

PAZATN includes a preprocessoi'whichperforms four functions.

I. Low level syntactic anomalies such as tyRographical errors

corrected using the RUBOUTand BREAK keys are filtered out;

only the corrected versions ofsuch events are examined.

2. Low level segmentation clues are noted. For example, with raster

scan TV TURTLES [Lieberman 1976] global connectiOtty of vectors,

is readily detectable and auggests a segment boundary.

3. Tising data are collected. This information may be of value in

,testing psychological.claimf, and in some instances the.

Or"

sibility of an interpretation depends upon the .elapsed time

en type-ins.'

4. The 'primary syntactic class of each event is recorded to avoid

recomputing it under each interpretation. Classification is

_performed by a separate module which can be re-invoked if the

primary class is later called into question.

7.7. The Event Classifier

The evoptclassifier, one of the few PAZATN modules Which usebe

rodefihed.for each domain, 'contains the syntactic knowledge necessary to

distinbuish various domainspiFific event types. For the programming world, the

*Vent types include RUN events, EDIT events, and to on. In assigning an

.interpretation to An event, a variety of semantic and pragmatic evidence is

ultimately consideredWPAZATW, but the event classifier is reacted to

syntactic evidence.'

The event classifier can be invoked in three modes. Normally it is

invoked by the preprocessor, with itsinput an event and its output the event's

primary syntactic class; for most events, this is sufficient. In the second
s

'mode it is invoked by partiS1 interpretations which .quettion the primary

syntactic claim, with a sApcific alternative class being considered. Here its

input is an event and a class name; its output is a numerical score summarizing

/7

the syntactic evidence supporting the alternative class. In the third/mode the

--I
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classifier is invoked by part1p1 interpretati s which question the primary

iyntactic class but with no specific alternative lass under consideration. An

exhaustive rank ordered list of categories and scor s is returned.

Event classification will be performed sing straightforward pattern

matching. No further details are given here.

7.8. The Event Interpreter

The event interpreter is responsible for category independent operations

of event interpretation. This includes the node sprouting sequence described in

the datachart section, the processing required for marker propagation, and the

plausibility computations. The rationale for grouping these activities
I
is

modularity: they are required for every category Of event interpretation.

The event-interpreter is PAZATN's inner loop. It is invoked by thp

scheduler with two arguments: a partial interpretation, and a protocol event.

It attempts, in cooperation with one or more event specialists, to account for

the protocol event in the context of the partial interpretation. This can result
.

in the creation of additional (descendant) partial interpretations. Control

returns to the scheduler when event interpretation is complete.

7.9. The Event Specialists

A.collection of doiain specific @rest specialists (ESP's) are responsible

for category dependent operations of event interpretation. Each specialist

contains the requisite knowledge.for analyzing events of a particular syntactior

type. The event interpreter invokes pn .ESP, in the context of a partial

interprotatibn, with an event and an implicit assumption regarding'its syntactic

category. The specialist is free'to assign any. interpretation to the event which

is consistent with the category:'

If the event specialist does not return with a sufficiently plausible

Mb
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event assignment, the event interpreter then considers the possibility that the

syntactic category postulated for the event is incorrect. Whenever an event is

interpreted asbeing in error, expectations for diagnosis and repair are

generated by DAPRiAt the request of the event interpreter.

ESP's use a decision tree organisation to factor the analysis into

sever4rcases. Each case represelhts an assumption about intent;' if the

assumption is uncertain, the _state of the interpretation is preserved by

sprouting a new datachart node. This is exemplified by the Logo ADDCODE ESP,

whose flowchart appears in figure II:11."0

The ADDCODE classification assumes that the current event is intended to

add a new line of code to the')rocedure definition. Hence it must be determined

whether Logo is actually in definition mode. If not, the following event will be

an error message. If the ADDCODE assumption is correct despite the error, the

current event will be repeated after a TO event.

Lookekeed is.required.to assign the current event to be an erroneous

version of A later event. However; in a real'tiii tutoring application, the
0

later event might not have occurred yet; moreover, processing more than one

event would exceed the scheduler's resource allocation. This dilemma is resolved

by creating a demon to represent the current event assignment. The demon will

fire when the future event is assigned, assigning the now current event 'to be a

deviant version of the later event.

In the case where Logo is in definition mode, ADDCODE branches to one of

the following subcases: (e) the added code is a turtle primitiVe; (b) the added

code is a Logo control statement (such as a recursion or iterationiqine); (c)

the added code is a call to a. user procedure other than a recursion line.
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START ADDCODE.

NO
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IN DEFINE
wMODE.

SSERT-ERROR

YES

DEFINED
ALREADY
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re scheduler's task is to cause partial.iiterpretations which have a

reasonable likelihood of succeeding to make progress, and prevent those that iii-e

likely tofail from consuming valuable resources. Operationally this means
/

4%!7---

lying PAZATN through a best ftrstloroldine swell of the space of partial

interpretations.
.

.

the search is accomplished by maintaining three' lists of partial

interpretations: NEW, ACTIVE, and HUNG. The scheduler cycles throligh the ACTIVE

'S'

list, allowing each item to process one protocol event. Then the plausibility of

each modified interpretation is recomputed, and the,ACEIVE and HUNG lists are re-

..

chosen., NEW interpretations, which restart from the splitting of ACTIVE

interpretations on th previous cycle, are then moved to the ACTIVE list,
- ,

guarantying them at lea one quantum'of processing. The plausibility of a

partial interpretaltion increases with each additional event accounted for. (This

acts to decrease the relative plausibility of older HUNG interpretations.)

Tbis process continues until at least one ACTIVE interpretation has

,processed the 'last input event without unsatisfied expettatiOgs. If the first

successful interprets on is not sufficiently better than every other candidate,

some orithe betthr a ernitives are pursued.until they obecome implausible or

determine that the pro ol may successfully be interpreted in more than one way.

I

7"

if\
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8. Refining the Protocol Parser

8.1. Lookahead
8.2. Least COmmitmeet

. 8.3. Differential Dfilhosis

Our basic protocol parsing scheme is to generate expectations with..PATN

and then try to match these expectations to a protocol. This process is refined

by several techniques which have enhanced the effectiveness of problem solving

and language promesting programs: lookshead (e.g.. [Aho & Ullman 1972]), least

commitment (e.g., [8acerdoti 1975]) and differential diagnosis (.g.,

[Rubin 1975]).

8.1. Lookahead
4

,
Lookahead and least commitment are Ablated searIch strategies designed to

avoid premature decistons based on inadequate evidence, which can result in

needless backup. Lookahead consists of briefly examining subsequent input events

before interpreting the current event.

PAZATN can accomplish a limited form of lookahead by Using demon

procedures to represent event assignments. When the current event assignment

depends upon a future event assignment, a demon is created which will complete

the current assignment when the missing evidence from the future assignment is

available.'

8.2. Least tommitment

Variability in solution order, exemplifies the need for-avoiding premature

commitments. PAIN always defines the top level plan before expanding

subproblems, representing strict top-down problem solving (figure 11:12), but

human programmingprogramming is rarely this uniform. When the need for a particular subgoal

has been established, it may be expanded immediately, prior to completing the top
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?TO WW

>10 ROOF

Q >20 POLE

SOLVE ( *ROOF* ) >30 WELL

PEPINED >END

USE

SOLVE (ROOF)

A

SOLVE ( *POLE *)
i

>END

DEFINED.

?TO ROOF

USE

SOLVE (POLE)

SOLVE ( *WELL *) .

DEFINED

USE

SALVE (WELL)

?TO POLE t.

>END

( ?TO WELL

>END

FIGURE II :12 A TOP-DOWN EXPANSION FOR WISHINGWELL
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level plan, representing bottom -up problem solving (figure 11:13).

Least commitment helps to minimize misleading mismatches between

pktrzhart and, protocol resulting from different solution orders. this is

accomplished by using ulordered conjunctive 'IV nodes in the planchart. Thus

----when DEFINED pleas are e ande8 to USE & SOLVE, the SOLVE may occur prior to the

USE with no loss in plausibil y
1.

The least comOitment polity is applied to variability in invocation order

as well. When, as was the case with WW, more than one invocation order is

acceptable, the planchart is split. This parallels_the,use of procedural nets

[Sacerdoti 1975] to avoid overspecifying ordering constraints (figure 11:14).

The chart data structure allows the ambiguity to'be represented without

significant additional cost: if the mainsteps are identical for both orders,

then two copies will not be stored.

Despite' its virtues, though, least commitment could be. overdone, 4111

, resulting in so large a disjunction of expectations that .0° guidance would-be

obtained. PAZATN strikes a balance between overcomitting itself and, refusing to

take decisive action: it avoids arbitrary choices in the course of ;i$ given

decomposition strategy, but adheres to a given formulation of the model unless'

required to change it by specific bottom-ip evidence.
A

8.3. Differential Diagnosis

The use of demon procedures to.implement lookahead was discussed earlier.

Another use of demons is to perform differential dtagnOsts, using highly specific

clues to distinguish between similar competing interpretations. The Primary

application of differential diagnosis demons iso the choice between assigningk

an event to one of an existing didjunction of expectations, and reforiulating the

problem descrigition in response to bottowup evidence.
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DEFINED

SOLVE(ROOF)

USE

SOLVE(*POLE4)

DEFINED

SOLVE(POLE)

USE

SOLVE(*WELL*)

DEFINED

SOLVE(WELL)

USE

?TO ROOF

>ENa.

?TO POLE

>EID

?TO WELL

>END

?TO WELL

>10 ROOF

'20 POLE,

>30 WELL

>END

401

1
#

FIGURE 11:13 4 BOTTOM-UP EXPANSION FOR WISHINGWELL
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FIGUI. II:14 A PROCEDURN, NET FOR BUILDING A, TOWER,

AFTER CRITICISM TO tESOLVV CONFLICTS s

[BASED ON 'SACERDOTI, 1975, p. 15}
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itt.' If the current code_ segment for its picture) Matches a
disjunctko subset of the current expectations, select that
subset.. "

B. If no expgation matches the 'current code segment (or its
picture), sider a refeigulation using tht.aegmene's effect as
a subgoal.
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1. Conclusion

9.1. Recapitulation
Implementation-Plans

4 Miller & Goldstein

9.1. Recapitulation

Ii-this report-we have investigated the problem of analyzing elementary

probla solving protocols. The result of this investigation is the dkign'for

PAZATN; a domain independent protocol parsing scheme,_which was applied to the

Logo graphics programming domain. Coupled with the, Logo ESP's, the design-was

sufficiently well-specified Vat PAZATN could be hid- simulated for a slif
.

example with encouraging results. The' libundation for the approach was SPADE, a
.

Aingu9104ctheory of design in which problem solving is viewed as a structured.
.

process of planning and debugging. This led us for the ditrinition of an

interpretation, as a parse tree augmented by semantic and pragmatic 'annotation

'associated.With each node.

i

PAIN eLployean'augmented transition network to represent fundamental planning?

concepts, including techniques uf identification, decomposition. and

refo ation.--7Considerable everage)is obtained. from PATN's ability to generate

.

A key ingredient in the design is a machine 'problem solver called *MN.

.
40,

/
,

. , ,-
0 -n

successively lest preferable soluitien paths, by a series of pragmatically gdidmd

i 1.1anning deciSions, as well as'from PATIPs Charactiriiation.of certain bugs asJk

4

'errors, in th se planning choifes.

...

We kound an:analoey to coiputational linguistics to be fruitful,
-.4

Orovidinw data _representationsinii ts'into da and search strategies which are
. A

. characteristic f research insyntactic aiialysis [Kay 1973;.Kaplara1973Jand-4e

speech recognition (e.., [L:sser it al. 1975; Paxton & Robinson 1975]). For.

.ixeaple, 'the Omit, representation is used to econyeicedif -.store well-formed
. r

3'1
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substructures. Loco/takead, ,least . commitment, and differeettel

example strategies used twrefine PAZATN's search for a pprset

diageoSis are

These allow for

proceeding On the basis of reasonabloasstimptions when necessary,

thelleability to modify the inteipfetation in response to anoamlies.

The analysis procedure has. been designed to obtain max 1 advaage from

.

both top-clown guidance fpm the task description and bottom-up protocol evidence.

Analysis proceeds-by a best first co'foordttne search of a space of.lartiall

interpretetions The planchart, a data structure resembling an AND /OR goal tree,

is used 'to keep tradk of expec,tations. By careful selection of the

while retaining

S4i)r_ resentational_ .scheae. _ this structure achieves _sonsiderable _storage_ ...e.ononyt_

Partial knowledge of structure and of the status of egectations is recorded

/) uSing'S ;Cheme of planchart markings and marker propagations. The planchart is

incrementally expanded by PAIN when existing espec;ations are inadequatkin view

of the protocol data. A second chaft, tie datachart, is used to keep track of

4

the state of alternative partiarinierpretat "

. lthoUgh PAZATN is not yet a ,pr2gram,311e-design is sufficiently / .

1 . .

specific o as to be handrsimurable. In hand4imulationj.tbere is a daWger .01"-
0

unintentionally drawingupon knowledge which has not'bien isolated or formalized._

Care was exercised to avoid this pitfaPi, and the exeiples are encouragia_g

evidenCe that' the approach is fundbmentally sound. Still, band - simulates is not

seen es a sttute for implementation. 'The next phase of the research is to

implemipt and experiment with e prototype jnalyzer.

r
PAZATN is a generalization and extension of previous apOroaches. PAZATN

.

grow tout of Goldsteip's [1974i 19753 plan-finder torillYCROT. The differiences,) .
. 0

are that ,PAZATI4 (a) generates Jinterpretations consistent rilh recently y

taw- .1 i

developed SPADE theory; (hr handles the wider range_of event types necessary to

analYle.protocols rather than finished progra40 lc) takii advantage of the

I I. st

!

s 1 a

a
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dynamic information in. these additional event types regarding subgoal structure
.

and, dejelOpment; tad (d) is not limitec,te the Logo .domain. The SPADE theory

developed from.the MYCROFT theory of program understanding as well as related

work. by- SussManq1979],. Papert [1971] and Sacerdoti [1975]. [Goldstein:Dt.

Allier 1976bYargues,thatSPADE represents progress over this earlier theorizing.

PAZATN -also compliments thefeatures and 'limitations of .analyzers developed at

'Carnegie-Mellon University...The major theoretical advance is a highli'striCtured

The major practical'adVenCe:is the modularization ofmodel of protein synthesis.

domain specific. knowledge, which inditates that the OAZATW framework oughtto be

applicable to a wide varietyf task d ns.Oviat,1
-

PAZATN. independent of the deta led form of the 6nthetic formalism:
.

it does not intrinsically depend on PAM ) ing an augmented transition network.'

It is only necessary that the ithetic component plan and debug by saki g a
.

serifs of' pragmatic choices which can be.summarized by the p)anchart dat'a
. ,

structure, sand hat it be capable-of lniMerating not OM but an entire space Of

progressively less fevered solution paths. Finally, an implicit assumption runs

-

throughout the dnalyzer's design that sOldiions can be decomposed into syntactic,.
',mantic, and pragmatic elements., It Ely be t any synthetic formalism .that

.

!

satisfying these constraints il trivially equivalent to an ATN. Such questions

are notoriously difficult to settle.
'

-

However, an important issue in the design is the breadth of the synthetic .t

theory. There are of course particular omissions such as conditional plans,
4 .

0

be deliberately r- but only temporarily --,ignored. The greater

from the unknown.- Even very young chiltre display incrediiika,,

which have

t41-eat come

chness in their problem solving. Although SPADE's origins are partly

empirical,' crucial, phenomena -*wheal those most in need'ofinvestigation

' may have been overlooked. This remains a topic for investigation.

4
,

t
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9.2. , Implesithtation Plans
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1p

)
gh

There are several ways'in which An apparently sound design could fail in

Impleientation. The space of paktiel\interpretations could turn out to be, very

large relative to the sources of constraint which have been isolated. The

variety of knowledge used by human 'programmers could greatly surpass our current'

estimates.. PAZATN's storage requirements could arched practical bounds.* The

analyzer could be too rash in its heuristic'quest for efficiency, terminating

Y
prematurely with unacceptable interpretations. . Too great a demand could be

placed on PATN's ability to find reformulations encompassing bottom u 4 evidence.

Nan simulitions or even partial implementitiOns Could overlook such impediments.

Consequently, completee imilementation of a Prototype system is essential

for validap.ng the research. We inten&to perform this implementation

incrementally, 'beginning with an interactive version. At first, only-

straightforward bookkeeping functions will be automated. The computer will

record plans and event assignmeoti using the two charts, but decisions regarding

,which interpretations to pursue will be made by a human investigator. This will

be'replaced-by a version which performs the routine analysis of most, events, only

requesting help on more difficult cases. EvoIntualYy, We analysis 4111 be .

.,
handled completely or the machine. A modeling, component for induoing

o .4, ,

Ifers?nalized ATM's will be implemented, and its predictive power explored. To

.demonstrate PAZATN's-understanding of the protocols, a question answering module

, 7%. , <
using a ford `alquery language will be coestructed to operate over PAZATN's,

output.
Ni o:

.1
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.10. Notes to Book I .

1." [Brown et. al. 1977] Includes a chapter indicating the directio-m of

our efforts to'

\
apply PAZATW to the symbolic integration domain.

2. The one exception to this is that some irrational errors (such as
mistypings) can be redognized.al'unSuccessful manifestations of PAIN plans.

3. This use of demons is inspired by Charniak's [1972] work on story

understanding. Demons are a typipof astecedent theorem [Hewitt 1972].

4. The chart data structure is due to Kay [1973] and Kaplan [1973].

.Generetized, AND/OR granIts [Levi & Sirovph 1976] are data structur4s. similar to

our plancharts derived on the bibis of independent formal considerations:
thethink that, because of the extension from trees te3 charts els well as the

incorporation of a larget variety of node typea, our plandharts are an
improvement over generalized AND/OR graphs along the dimensions of generality,

storage economy, and expressive power.

5: We intend to provide PAZATW with limited heuristics for tecogniiing

.Mnemonic identifiers. However, relying on user chosen names for guidance in
general would be too unreliable. Hence, to emphasize that such guidance can be

dispensed with, we assume here that procedure names are unrecognizable.

, 6. In assigning a protocol event to a planchart leaf, the type of .event

and the value of .:NODEL are considered, but the other semantic variable* and' the

pragmatic assertions are generally not conpillred. This is a simbliticitIon

which ignores the possibility for complex semantic aid pragmatic ambiguities.

For example; two- interpretations might be identical except for the value of

:AD$ICE at some node, Although this difficulty seems unlikely, PAZATW could be

elaborated slightly to handle it. Here we. ignore the prdblem and show only the

',structure description and the name of the submodel in out"diagrams. (The other

variables and the pragmatic assertions, being assumed u&ambiguoull, are

suppressed.)
. .

7. Interlisp,[Teitelman 1974, pp. 17.10-17.14] provides such a spelling

corrector. See a/sof[Teitelman 1970].

(117 8. Such techniques are in common use. See, for example, 1Greenblatt et

al.,
'

1967 pp. 806807].
AP

9. Fac example, if much mots than the typical time elapses between,the

type-in of two consecutive events, it is 'more plausible So interpret the second

event as initiatigp a new episode. A more specific oxiimle involyes the ,frequent

errors associated with Logo, line 'numbers. therv.,are two such,errors: (/),

failing to include a line number when it is heedid; and (2) accidentally

including a line number when it is not needed': Consider the second. If much

more than the typical time elapses between the type-in of the line number and the

type-in of the remainderOf the event, it becomes more plauiible to interpretNthe

'event as o baggyRUN'event rather than a legal bui inexplicable'' EDIT event.'

Rather than storing. every value,. however, the priprocesior will accumulate

summary statistics, only recording the specific data for type-ins which are

Sic

V
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N
filler Goldstein

markedly slower than the average.

10. Inforaatin concerning other Logo event specialists as wall as
additional parsed protocols will be supplied by the authors uponlrequest.

I

Alf
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